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CONCERTATO

notes by the composer

Originating from the Latin concertare meaning “to fight” or “contend with”, the term concertato was sometimes
used in early Baroque music, involving “rivalry” or “contrast” between groups of singers/players. In the string
quartets and especially the duet for cello and double bass in this album, each instrument contrasts and vies with
the other(s).
THE COACHMAN’S TERROR
When I first came across the poem Devils by Alexander Pushkin (1799 – 1837), I was instantly inspired to set this
powerfully atmospheric poem to music. However, due to a number of other commitments, it wasn’t until about six
years later, in late 2015, that I put pen to paper and started to write The Coachman’s Terror. Scored for violin,
viola, cello and double bass, this work is made up of five movements and was completed at the end of March 2016.
Set in Russian winter, a coachman drives a horse drawn carriage — with his master inside — through blizzard
conditions amid swirling howling snows, where heaven and night are blurred into one and evil spirits gather round
the hapless stranded pair.
[1] First movement — snow storms gather
Beginning adagio pesante, the bass and cello set the scene with a basso ostinato phrase, representing the steady
gait of the horses. The pace quickens and, as a flurry of flying snow lights up the skies, an eerie melody played in
the high register of the violin, pervades the atmosphere. Expressed by a series of syncopated patterns, the
coachman attempts to gain control of the horses and there is a return to the opening basso ostinato phrase but this
is short-lived. The coachman repeatedly sounds the latten bells to warn of impending danger — characterized by a
series of upper string quavers, each preceded by an acciaccatura — but spooked by the whirling snows, the terrified
horses bolt. Following a frenetic arpeggio passage culminating in a fortissimo climax, there is a sudden silence,
broken moments later by a faint sound.
[2] Second movement — stranded amidst swirling snows
This movement is characterized by each of the instruments playing fast semi-quaver sextuplets — at times one tone
apart — representing the swirling snows and biting winds. Beneath an open fourth tremolo accompaniment in the
upper strings, the cello announces the main theme, which is later taken up by the violin against a pizzicato
syncopated bass and a fast contrary-motion scale on the viola and cello. The bass adds to the ominous atmosphere
by playing a passage tremolo sul ponticello. The snow storm suddenly quietens down as the main theme is heard

again on the violin in a new minor key and repeated on the cello, but there is a sense of foreboding as the semiquaver sextuplets start up once more.
[3] Third movement — evil spirits gather round
Played misterioso and in the low register of each instrument, the steady advance of evil spirits towards the
motionless coach is marked by the syncopated beat of the bass and cello. The main theme, first announced by the
viola and then taken up by the violin, is later varied with embellishments by both instruments. The eeriness of this
movement is heightened by the use of tone and semi-tone slides with a sudden strong accent on the landing note.
Following the change of key from G minor to C minor, there is more use of syncopated rhythms and some forceful
playing, resulting in a more spirited mood where swarms of evil spirits gather round ever closer.
[4] Fourth movement — a landscape so desolate
The bass, representing a lone figure in a bleak and barren wilderness, plays the introduction with bare cello
accompaniment. The violin and viola are muted throughout, conveying a rather uneasy atmosphere. Despite some
dialogue between the violin and bass as well as low and very high register playing and tempo changes, the feeling of
despair and desolation cannot be shaken off. Notwithstanding repeated attempts, any escape from this vast forlorn
waste seems doomed.
[5] Fifth movement — straying into the unknown
Opening in a similar fashion to the start of the first movement, albeit at a faster pace, the cello goes on to
announce the main theme, which is meandering in nature and reflective of the coach straying from the track and
retracing its course. This theme is taken up by the violin and repeated with variations. Following changes in tempo,
the coach comes to a halt and the pitiful tinkle of latten bells becomes more and more distant. The heavy sound of
shadowy figures approaching in the blurry haze, is marked by the bass repeatedly playing bottom F, whilst the cello
and viola maintain a syncopated rhythm in their low registers and the violin soars above with the high pitched sound
of a plaintive song…
DANCE SKETCHES
Made up of three very diverse dances, this work was written in 2013 for violin, viola, cello and double bass.
[6] First movement — arabian folk dance
Written in a style suggestive of an Arabian folk dance, this movement is characterized by melody, embellishments,
harmonic bareness, syncopated rhythms and use of the double harmonic scale (also known as the “Arabic scale”).
Following an introduction marked by unison playing, a semi-quaver run by the viola in the double harmonic scale of

C minor leads directly to the first theme, announced by the violin. The theme is then varied by the viola by means
of embellishments and syncopated rhythms. A passage played by the bass in its high register links to a secondary
theme, introduced first on the cello and then varied by the upper strings. Similar to the way it started, the
movement ends with the viola and cello playing in unison.
[7] Second movement — stately court dance
Reminiscent of a 17th century court dance gracing an aristocratic ballroom, the movement starts Andante maestoso
and features syncopated slow moving rhythmic patterns within a 4/4 meter above a rich bass line. The tempo then
quickens and the mood becomes lighter with more movement in the form of quaver passages. There is some
dialogue between the lower and upper strings before the movement reverts back to the slower, stately dignified
style. Played Grandioso, it combines a slow moving syncopated rhythm on the violin with quaver movement in the
lower strings.
[8] Third movement — dance of the clockwork toys
As the title suggests, this movement is quite staccato in character. The first of the clockwork toys comes to life at
the outset, as the violin announces the first theme. Other toys follow suit as the cello and bass play in tandem. A
faster and more legato second theme, which heralds a lively (gigue-type) dance a deux, is introduced by the viola.
This theme, accompanied by staccato pizzicato bass, is then taken up by the violin. Unable to maintain this fast
pace, the toys start to wilt but order is restored for a short while with the reintroduction of the first theme. When a
modified version of the second theme creeps in — played by the bass in its high register — it causes this dance to
discontinue.
CONCERTATO
Completed in 2014, Concertato is a duet in four movements for cello and double bass. The work presents a
challenge to both instruments, with its use of double stopping, fast runs, syncopated rhythms, double harmonic
minor scale and frequent accidentals and embellishments. Each instrument competes on equal terms, rather than in
a master-servant relationship.
[9] Andante espressione
After a short introduction where the double harmonic scale of F minor makes its first appearance in a pizzicato run
by the bass, the cello announces the main theme, which is later taken up by the bass. A distinctive trait of this
movement is the frequent imitative interplay between the instruments in respect of trills, fast runs and syncopated
rhythms, as well as high register playing and frequent shifts from arco to pizzicato and vice versa.

[10] Andante legato
Played andante legato and remaining in C minor throughout, this movement is characterized by arpeggio like
sequences alternating between the instruments. The cello and bass play together in intervals of thirds and sixths
and when the bass embarks on octave leaps by means of an acciaccatura to the principal note, the cello continues
the arpeggio like runs. As the bass initiates a smooth transition into jazz, the cello responds with syncopated
rhythms and double stopping, whilst maintaining legato phrasing. The bass reintroduces the same octave leaps to a
very different effect and brings the movement to a pizzicato piano close.
[11] Andante con brio
The main theme alternates between the two instruments at different octave pitches. This is followed by arpeggiolike passages on the bass against the cello’s sustained double stopping in intervals of thirds, fifths and sixths. A
slower tempo ensues played in a rich and heavy manner, characterized by much double stopping on the cello and,
to a lesser extent, on the bass.
[12] Andante energico
Opening with fast semi-quaver pizzicato runs by the bass in the double harmonic scale of C minor, this movement
builds on the melodic theme of the first movement, the legato and jazz style of the second as well as the heavy
syncopated rhythms of the third movement. It also introduces a new rhythmic pattern made up of a quaver and
three triplet semiquavers, each note an augmented second apart. The bass challenges the cello to fast runs and the
cello responds with fast, florid and highly embellished passages. Following a sequence of syncopated rhythms, the
piece ends on an open C chord.
TWO CHAMBER SONGS for mezzo-soprano, violin, viola, cello and double bass
(words are printed on page 10)
[13] Spellbound
The setting of the poem Spellbound by Emily Brontë (1818-1848) is the Yorkshire Moors (England). The words, which
I set to music in 2004, evoke a sense of mystery and magic and describe how despite worsening weather conditions
(wild winds, snow, storm) a tyrant spell prevents the author from moving. She remains spellbound. The bass drone,
over which the mezzo-soprano introduces the main theme, is played by the cello and creates a sense of mystery. Its
repetition, together with the sparse accompaniment of the viola and bass in the first two verses, underlines the
bleak and difficult conditions. The drone, also played by the viola an octave higher, connects the three verses. In
the third and final verse, the author’s desperation becomes evident as she battles fortissimo against the tyrant
spell — portrayed by the full force of the strings - preventing her from leaving this bleak place. The piece ends as
mysteriously as it began, with the cello’s bass drone bringing it to a pianissimo close.

[14] Eldorado
Set to music in 2007, the poem Eldorado by Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849), tells the tale of a knight in search of
Eldorado, the legendary country of gold and untold treasures. The repetitive sequence of notes first played by the
cello in the opening bars and later taken over by the viola, is representative of the knight’s relentless pursuit of
Eldorado. The first verse, with pizzicato accompaniment, is bright and cheerful as the knight sets off in sunshine
and in shadow, but then the mood becomes dark and solemn in the next two verses, where the tempo is slower and
the lower register of the voice and strings is utilised. There is no further mention of sunshine, only shadow. The
syncopated rhythmic accompaniment of the bass, later taken up by the viola and cello, symbolises the faltering
strength of the knight who, having grown old and weak, loses hope and asks a mysterious pilgrim shadow for help.
The pilgrim shadow’s response in the final verse takes on a surreal mix of optimism and urgency, characterised by a
repeat of the melody of the first verse and a passage of rapid arpeggios on the violin.
CANTUS PLANUS
Written in 2011 for violin, viola, cello and double bass in the Aeolian mode, Cantus Planus (meaning plainsong) is
made up of three movements representing certain canonical hours of prayer. The work is inspired by medieval style
music and also, in part, Greek Orthodox Church music. Shortly after finishing the first movement, my mother passed
away and that dark and melancholy time, no doubt, adds to the already sombre mood of this work.
[15] First movement — Matins
Matins, which is the first of the seven canonical hours of prayer, takes place in the very early hours of the day. The
piece opens with the main theme announced by the violin playing in its lower register and later taken up by each
instrument in turn, following which the lower strings alternate with the upper strings in antiphonal style. The
solemnity of the movement is reflective of the hour at which Matins is usually celebrated.
[16] Second movement — Lauds
Lauds (meaning praises) is the office of daybreak. It is a jubilant hour when nature awakens and the sun is heralded
in, as represented by the upward movement from lower to upper strings and the quickening of rhythmic notation
from crotchets to quavers to semi-quavers. An eight semi-quaver phrase alternates in antiphonal style, firstly
between the violin and cello and then between the violin and viola. This phrase is greatly extended by the bass,
which displays its technical ability performing a fast pizzicato passage, above which the viola and cello engage in
antiphonal playing.
[17] Third movement — Vespers
Celebrated at sunset, Vespers (evening prayer or evensong) give thanks for the day that has just gone. The
celebratory theme, announced first by the viola and then taken up by the violin and cello, makes its appearance

throughout this movement. The semi-quaver phrase from the second movement is extended melodically and
rhythmically to provide a secondary theme, which is introduced by the viola and later taken up on the violin.
Playing pizzicato, the bass repeats the original semi-quaver phrase, which is varied by the cello as the piece is
brought to a close.
RECITATIVO ARIOSO + VARIATIONS
Adapted in part from an earlier work for different instrumentation, this work for violin, viola, cello and double bass
was completed in 2012. Inspired by the recitativo arioso — a quasi-lyrical expressive recitative — the work includes
variations on the recitative and arioso themes.
[18] Recitativo Arioso
Following an introductory recitative in C minor, the violin announces the two themes of the arioso. The first, played
in the violin’s lower register is lyrical and flowing, whilst the second theme — later taken up by the cello — is
lullaby like. A short passage played in the high register of the three upper strings links to the reintroduction of the
first theme, played by the cello with bass accompaniment. Changes in tempo and key herald the recitative, which is
in stark contrast to the arioso. Following a short fugue-like passage, the mood changes dramatically and becomes
soothing and tranquil with the return of the second theme played andante dolce in C major. There is a shift to a
more serious and melancholic mood as this theme is played by the viola in the tonic minor during the closing
section.
[19] First Variation
This variation transforms the original second theme of the arioso into new thematic material characterized by
staccato playing at the outset and fast semi-quaver passages by each instrument (including pizzicato and arco bass).
There follows a return to the lullaby, played mezzo-piano in the tonic major.
[20] Second Variation
Adding rhythmic and some melodic decoration to the main theme of the recitative, this variation is played by each
of the instruments in a canon-like fashion. There are frequent arco pizzicato changes, embellishments and fast runs
as well as changes of mood and short responsorial playing.
Notes © Lydia Kakabadse 2016

SPELLBOUND (track 13)
The night is darkening round me,
The wild winds coldly blow;
But a tyrant spell has bound me
And I cannot, cannot go.
The giant trees are bending
Their bare boughs weighed with snow.
And the storm is fast descending,
And yet I cannot go.
Clouds beyond clouds above me,
Wastes beyond wastes below;
But nothing drear can move me;
I will not, cannot go.
Emily Brontë (1818 – 48)

ELDORADO (track 14)
Gaily bedight,
A gallant knight,
In sunshine and in shadow,
Had journeyed long,
Singing a song,
In search of Eldorado.
But he grew old This knight so bold And o’er his heart a shadow
Fell as he found
No spot of ground
That looked like Eldorado.
And, as his strength
Failed him at length,
He met a pilgrim shadow;
“Shadow” said he,
“Where can it be,
This land of Eldorado?”
“Over the mountains
Of the Moon,
Down the valley of the Shadow,
Ride, boldly ride”
The shade replied,
“If you seek for Eldorado”.
Edgar Allan Poe (1809 – 49)
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THE COMPOSER
“Lydia Kakabadse is a phenomenon and a virtual reincarnation of an earlier music master” (Gapplegate Classical
Modern Music). “A very gifted and accessible composer” with “a mastery of counterpoint and a richness of ideas” (Music
Web International)

British-born Lydia Kakabadse started piano lessons at the age of five and composing at the age of thirteen. She studied
the double bass during her teenage years under the late Ida Carroll OBE and went on to read music at Royal Holloway
College, University of London. She then spent several years studying and teaching (at Adult Education Centres) Middle
Eastern & Greek dancing, the rhythmic and melodic features of which served to widen her creative writing. In order to
finance her compositions, concerts and music projects, she qualified as a solicitor and worked in the legal profession.
Lydia writes mainly chamber and choral music and her works include string quartets, string duet, songs, musical dramas,
cantata, choral work for children’s choir, concert Requiem Mass as well as song cycles and hymns for male voice choir.
As a result of her multi-national heritage (Russian/Georgian father and Greek/Austrian mother), Lydia was brought up in
the Greek Orthodox and Russian Orthodox faith, from where she draws inspiration especially for her choral works. Other
inspirational sources, which are evident in this recording, include Middle Eastern & mediaeval music, poets of the
Romantic era (1800–1850) and traditional/folk dances.
The double bass features in nearly all of Lydia’s chamber works. With its deep distinctive sound coupled with the great
richness it adds to the sonority of a quartet, all her string quartets include the double bass together with the violin, viola
and cello. A selection of her chamber works, The Phantom Listeners, was released on CD by Naxos in 2011 and has
received many fine reviews. Lydia’s string quartet Russian Tableaux, from that album, was included in BBC Radio 3’s
playlist on 8th March 2015 to mark International Women’s Day. Her choral work I Remember — commissioned by Forest
School (Altrincham) — was premiered in April 2016 at the Bellevue Education Northern Music Festival 2016. The following
month her CD of sacred choral music Cantica Sacra was released under the Divine Art label to critical acclaim. Lydia has
been included as a Greek heritage classical composer in the “Archive of Classical Greek Composers”.
Website: www.lydiakakabadse.com

THE PERFORMERS

Jess Dandy (mezzo-soprano) – tracks 13 and 14
sound collective:
Sara Trickey (violin) | Sarah-Jane Bradley (viola)
Tim Lowe (cello) | Ben Griffiths (double bass)
Formed in 2003 by conductor and Artistic Director Tom Hammond, sound collective comprises a group of
distinguished musicians who share the ethos of aiming for exceptional performance standards, allied with innovative
ways of communicating their passion for classical music with audiences. Working with composers, writers and
educators, sound collective devises enterprising projects focusing on excellence, innovation and communication.
sound collective has recently forged new collaborations with eminent and established chamber musicians, focusing
on a variety of themed chamber music programmes. Co-Artistic Director and violist Sarah-Jane Bradley has led
programmes at festivals and major venues throughout the UK.
www.soundcollective.org.uk
Since her debut at the Wigmore Hall in 1997, Sarah-Jane Bradley has established a distinguished international
reputation as a soloist and chamber musician.
Sarah-Jane is a pioneer of new works and has premiered and recorded a number of new concertos for solo viola,
including those by David Matthews, Paul Patterson and Matthew Taylor. Sarah-Jane has worked as a soloist with the
Philharmonia, Halle, BBC Symphony Orchestra, BBC Concert Orchestra, Royal Scottish National Orchestra, English
Chamber Orchestra, City of London Sinfonia and Northern Sinfonia. Her acclaimed solo recordings include seven CDs
of British viola concertos for Dutton Epoch, and two recital discs for Naxos.
As a former founder member of the Leopold String Trio and subsequently a member of the Sorrel Quartet, she has
recorded extensively for Hyperion and Chandos. Sarah-Jane is in high demand as a recitalist with pianist John
Lenehan, and as a chamber musician; her work as a chamber musician has taken her around the world to festivals
such as Marlboro and Kuhmo.

Sarah-Jane works with a number of chamber ensembles, and is currently Co-Artistic Director of “sound collective”.
Sarah-Jane also collaborates with the Aquinas Piano Trio, the Rautio Piano Trio, Ensemble 360, Fidelio Piano
Quartet, Retorica, Karolos Ensemble and the London Soloists Ensemble.
Following studies at the Royal Academy of Music, and the Mozarteum Salzburg, Sarah-Jane won many awards and
won first prize at Capellades and St Joan de Vilatorrada, Spain, in 1995. A prizewinner at the 1994 Lionel Tertis
International Viola Competition, Sarah-Jane is now on the executive committee of the Competition and was on the
jury in 2013. Sarah-Jane teaches viola at the Royal College of Music, The Purcell School and Trinity Laban.
www.sarahjanebradley.com
Sara Trickey is well established as one of the foremost violinists and chamber musicians of her generation,
acclaimed for her ‘fiery and passionate’ performance style (The Strad). She has a busy career as a soloist and
chamber musician, notably as founding member of the Odysseus piano trio and the Joachim string trio, following six
years as leader of the Bronte String Quartet. She was recently a Recommended Artist for Making Music with the
pianist Daniel Tong, with whom she performs regularly. Her work has taken her to all the major UK concert venues
and festivals. Sara has made concerto appearances with the City of London Sinfonia, the Orchestra of St Johns, the
Welsh Sinfonia, Presteigne Festival Orchestra and many others. Recent recordings include the complete violin
sonatas by William Mathias, a world premiere recording for Naxos, and a disc of Schubert violin and piano music for
the Champs Hill Music label. Sara’s performances have been broadcast on BBC Radio 3 and Welsh television.
Working as a soloist and chamber musician throughout Europe, Tim Lowe enjoys a busy and varied career. He
spends much of his time playing solo and chamber recitals up and down the country and has played many times in
major venues including Wigmore Hall, St John’s Smith Square, QEH, Cadogan Hall and Purcell Room. Tim has played
live on BBC Radio 3 as well as many radio stations in Europe.He has recorded chamber music works for various labels
and has given world premieres of solo and duo pieces written for him.
Tim is Co-Principal Cello of the English Chamber Orchestra and has been Guest Principal Cello with other major
orchestras including the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, the Irish Chamber Orchestra and the Royal Northern
Sinfonia. His work with the ECO and the ECO Ensemble takes him all over the world. Tim is Cello Professor at the
Guildhall School of Music and Drama. He also teaches and coaches regularly on courses and festivals throughout the
UK and Europe. He is the Artistic Director of York Chamber Music Festival.
Ben Griffiths was born in 1979 and at the age of nine joined the choir of King's College, Cambridge, where he was a
chorister for four years. He was awarded a foundation scholarship to study the double bass with Caroline Emery at

the Royal College of Music, where he gained a first class honours degree and a postgraduate diploma (distinction) in
orchestral performance.
In December 2012 he was appointed Principal Bass with Aurora Orchestra, one of the UK's most exciting and
versatile ensembles. Aurora, which has just released its second CD with Warner Classics, undertook a high profile
trip to Melbourne in 2014 and appears annually at the BBC Proms. Ben also works with a wide variety of orchestras
and groups including the LSO, the John Wilson Orchestra, Britten Sinfonia and the Scottish Ensemble. Additionally,
he plays for COOL Music and the English Session Orchestra, recording music for numerous TV and film productions.
In September 2011 Ben gave a performance of Mozart's infamous aria Per Questa Bella Mano with Aurora orchestra
at King's Place. Mark Berry of the Boulezian website wrote “Per Questa... benefited greatly from the obbligato
playing of Ben Griffiths; a rare chance to hear such virtuosity and musicality from the instrument.”
Recent highlights include performances with the Navarra Quartet at the Presteigne Festival, the Armida Quartet at
the Cheltenham Festival, and a Trout Quintet and Rossini Duo with Adrian Brendel and friends at the Plush Festival
in Dorset.
Jess Dandy (b. 1990) is a Cumbrian mezzo-soprano based in London.
Roles include Female Voice (cover) Philip Venables 4.48 Psychosis ROH/Lyric Hammersmith Richard Baker/Ted
Huffman; Narrator/Minister/Minister's Wife/The Crowd George Benjamin Into The Little Hill Shadwell Opera
Finnegan Downie Dear/Jack Furness; La Messaggiera (cover) Monteverdi L’Orfeo ROH/Roundhouse Camden
Christopher Moulds/Michael Boyd; Mrs Noye Britten Noye’s Fludde The Cheltenham Festival Glyn Oxley/Edward
Derbyshire and Gisela Iain Burnside Why Does the Queen Die? The Oxford Lieder Festival 2014.
A 2014 Britten-Pears Young Artist under Wolfgang Holzmair and Imogen Cooper, Jess has performed in recital at the
Wigmore Hall, Barbican Hall, Holywell Music Room, City of London Festival, Austrian Cultural Forum and 22
Mansfield Street.
Concert performances include Steve Reich Music for a Large Ensemble dir. Christopher Stark BBC Proms/MULTISTORY; Vaughan Williams Serenade to Music dir. Ben Johnson Southrepps Festival; Andriessen De Staat dir. Simon
Wills Queen Elizabeth Hall; Berlioz Roméo et Juliette dir. Valery Gergiev Barbican Hall & Salle Pleyel (semi-chorus)
and Vivaldi Gloria in D major dir. David Curtis Orchestra & Choir of the Swan Cadogan Hall.

Upcoming projects include Third Lady The Magic Flute Hampstead Garden Opera, Handel Messiah Tsuen Wan
Concert Hall, Hong Kong & Victoria Hall, Singapore, Duruflé Requiem Holy Trinity, Sloane Square and Elgar Sea
Pictures Cambridge University Graduate Orchestra West Road Concert Hall.
Jess is grateful to The John Wates Charitable Trust, The Ann Driver Trust, Kathleen Trust, Seary Charitable Trust,
Mario Lanza Educational Foundation and Help Musicians UK for their generous support.
Jess read Modern & Medieval Languages at Trinity College, Cambridge before taking up a postgraduate place at
Guildhall School of Music & Drama under Professor Susan McCulloch & Gary Coward where she graduated with
distinction and held an Artists Fellowship in French Language & Poetry.
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“Her music is impressively singular. Anyone who revels in early sacred music will
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